MALDON CLOSE, CAMBERWELL, SE5
FREEHOLD
OFFERS IN EXCESS OF £900,000

SPEC
Bedrooms : 4
Receptions : 2
Bathrooms : 2

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wonderfully Extended
Four Bedrooms
Two Gardens
Peaceful Cul‐de‐Sac
Excellent Location
Freehold
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Extra Special Four Bedroom House with Study and Two Fab Gardens.
In a very desirable, residential close on the Camberwell/East Dulwich borders is this fantastic four bedroom house complete
with two wonderful gardens. Built in the 1950s, it has been extended on both the ground and first floors to create a superb,
bright, stylish living space and maximise square footage. The position couldn't be better too ‐ Dog Kennel Primary, with
good OFSTED rating, is a three minute walk and Denmark Hill station is just five. Maldon Close is a favourable spot ‐ it's
pretty, quiet and community‐minded with no through traffic.
Turning into Maldon Close from Champion Grove, the house is first on the left. An inviting hallway with reclaimed Parquet
flooring greets you warmly. There's a guest wc straight ahead and to your right is a neat front facing dining
room/reception. Head left to be dazzled by a picture perfect main living space that stretches 20 feet and sparkles with
natural light. A super wide sliding glass door opens to the first of two beautiful outside spaces. A tiled patio and slate chip
bed border the perfectly maintained, grass effect lawn. The whole space enjoys high, mature hedging and plenty of
afternoon sun.
A kitchen/diner adjoins the living area and features dark wooden worktops resting on white units. Appliances include an
integrated fridge/freezer, integrated dishwasher and double oven. There's plenty of dining space and access via double
doors to a second gorgeous garden. This space enjoys earlier sun and is well stocked with mature leafiness ‐ we're in love
with the chunky sleeper path!
Heading upward from the entrance hall via white painted staircase with snazzy striped runner, you find a super slick landing
with contemporary bespoke shelving, school house radiators and plenty of wall space for artwork. The master bedroom
fronts the street and enjoys lovely built‐in mirrored wardrobes and an adjoining en suite shower room. A second sizeable
double also fronts the street with a similarly pleasant aspect. The third bedroom has garden views and built‐in storage. A
neat family bathroom completes this level. Upward again (via a funky bespoke space‐saving staircase) to the second floor
reveals a bright, dual aspect fourth bedroom. On the far side of the upper landing sits a walk‐in storage space with plumbing
already in for a fancy shower room!
This property is in a highly prized location; Camberwell, Denmark Hill, Bellenden, and East Dulwich all within easy walking
distance. Your transport links are numerous and frequent a mere five minutes on foot to Denmark Hill station (Zone 2)
with fast and regular services into London Victoria, Blackfriars, and Clapham Junction. The fab London Overground orange
line links you to Canary Wharf (via Canada Water) in just 16 minutes! East Dulwich station is just 7 minutes in the opposite
direction. That's links to Victoria, London Bridge, Clapham, Shoreditch and many more on your doorstep!
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All information supplied should be checked by
your solicitor prior to exchange of contracts.
Lease details, measurements, floorplans and
photographs are displayed for guide purposes
only. We have not carried out a structural survey
and the services, appliances and specific settings
have not been tested.

